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Abstract: In authorized cultural heritage management discourse, heritage sites can be included in
local government heritage registers if their aesthetic, scientific, historic or social values are deemed
significant. While notionally providing protection from major alterations and destruction for the
benefit of future generations, such listings primarily serve the present generation whose values they
reflect. This paper considers the role that cultural heritage places play in terms of community identity
and their contribution to a sense of place, to place attachment and, by implication, to personal and
community mental health.
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1. Introduction

In broad terms, cultural heritage is the result of peoples’ interactions, both among
themselves and with the environment in which they live. The outcome of these processes
manifests itself in a number of forms. Peoples’ interactions with each other result in
intangible cultural heritage which finds its expression, inter alia, in language, folklore,
skills and customs, whereas peoples’ interaction with the environment manifests itself in
tangible form, such as the built environment, cultural landscapes, resource extraction and
refuse sites, as well as in moveable objects and artefacts. Heritage places, together with
places that hold items of heritage association, such as museums and art galleries, make up
part of the cultural fabric of any society [1–3].

The values that underpin cultural heritage are anthropogenic projections on to cul-
tural practices (e.g., song, ritual, performance) [4], as well as on to inanimate entities,
be they anthropogenically generated (e.g., objects, sites, buildings) or natural spaces
(e.g., landscape features imbued with community relevance; eco-cultural heritage). Formed
during a person’s upbringing, these values are modulated by individual life-experiences,
by cultural conditioning due to a person’s enmeshing in the local community and the wider
society, and by external stimuli acquired through interpersonal relationships, through
communication (e.g., news items, literature) or through travel. These values are not only
personal and individual, but they are also not static. Rather, they are mutable qualities both
because the valuing individual ages and due to changes to cultural and societal influences
acting on the valuer [5]. Collectively, the congruence of individual values at any given time
generates community values with regard to cultural practices and cultural heritage sites in
local communities.

These practices and sites, if deemed ‘significant,’ tend to be codified in what has been
termed ‘authorized cultural heritage management discourse,’ through listings and other
protective instruments and processes [6,7]. Subsequently, some heritage places, such as
those on which World Heritage status has been bestowed as an imprimatur of ‘universal cul-
tural value,’ have been monetized by becoming foci of cultural and heritage tourism [8,9].

The aim of this conceptual communication is to explore the notion that heritage places
are important for a community’s well-being and individual personal mental health and, in
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consequence, to make a case for including cultural heritage places and practices as part of
the social policy tool kit of communities. This paper is based on a theoretical exploration
and deliberation rather than empirical data. Following an examination of the dissonance
between public perceptions of formalized heritage values versus the perception of nostalgia,
this paper will consider aspects of place theory to demonstrate the role of heritage in the
emotional well-being of the community.

2. Heritage Values and Nostalgia

From its early beginnings at the end of the nineteenth century, heritage preservation
has struggled with the notions of heritage value and how such values should be defined.
In his seminal 1903 work “Der moderne Denkmalkultus: sein Wesen und seine Entstehung”
the Austrian art historian Alois Riegl discussed four heritage related values, age value
(Alterswert), historic value (historischer Wert) and designed memory value (‘gewollter
Erinnerungswert’) and aesthetic value (‘Kunstwert’) [10].

As the heritage profession ‘matured,’ the theoretical underpinnings of heritage
value were increasingly dissected and categorized under the umbrellas of aesthetic,
scientific, historic, and (in Australia) social value. These were then canonized in the
U.S. Secretary of the Interior’s standards for rehabilitation and guidelines for rehabili-
tating historic buildings [11–13], ICOMOS Charters such as the Venice Charter [14] and
the Burra Charter [15–19], associated practice notes [20,21] and heritage guidelines [22].
At the same time, the attribute of mere age/antiquity was discarded as a characteristic
of heritage. Older concepts of memory value, whether designed (e.g., monuments) or
organically generated (e.g., sites and buildings) were likewise disregarded, unless the
memory value of site/place/object could be subsumed under the categories of historic
value or social value. It has been recognized that this categorization and canonization
of values has limitations, because the boundaries between the value fields are fluid and
overlapping and because heritage value typologies are ill defined [23]. Increasingly,
heritage evaluations were carried out, and dominated, by experts, i.e., archaeologists,
historians, historic architects and landscape architects [2,7,24,25].

While the formal, authorized heritage management discourse has focused on the
collective manifestation and interpretation of values, heritage remains as an inherently
personal and often very emotive concept. Heritage is contributory, if not central to people’s
identity. As community heritage studies have shown, the general public is less concerned
with the heritage values as defined in the authorized heritage management discourse and
applies their own personal projections. These are a combination of respect for the age and
antiquity of a place, for the aesthetic value that a place holds and for a sense and longing
for times gone by, the latter readily summarized under the heading of nostalgia [26,27].

While downplayed, if not denigrated, by the authorized heritage management dis-
course [28,29], nostalgia, the sentimental and melancholic desire and longing for a past
as enshrined in personal memory [30], has been identified as a major driver of heritage
tourism [31–34]. Significantly, the notions of heritage and nostalgia are often focused on
places and spaces, with their associated natural or built environment, rather than isolated
objects or structures [26,27].

3. Connection to Place as a Sense of Community Well-Being

Psychologically, we tend to seek out the familiar in our physical environment, thereby
creating a personal, emotional attachment to a place, be it a landscape, a town, or a feature in
a town, such as a streetscape or a single building [35]. A considerable body of research has
examined the nature and extent of personal attachment to a place coming from disciplines
as varied as environmental psychology, anthropology, sociology, linguistics and human
geography, as well as mental and allied health [36–40]. An attachment to place has been
described as “a positive affective association between individuals and their residential
environments, an association that creates feelings of comfort and security” [39]. The
experiences that result from that positive affective association and interaction, combined
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with concepts of identity, evoke in people a sense of place [37,38]. Through personal
attachment to a physical place, a person can acquire a sense of belonging and purpose in
that place. The merger of individual personality with a place creates place identity, which in
turn gives meaning to life in that community [41]. Rootedness, on the other hand describes
a temporal concept within which a strong attachment or bond to a place has developed
over time [37].

That heritage contributes to community and personal identity and adds to a com-
munity’s social life is a universal perception, expressed by urban [42,43] as well as rural
communities [44,45]. As outlined in a discussion paper for the Council of Europe, heritage
matters to a person and a community, because “it is part of our quality of life” through
shaping places, cultural identity and memory, and by providing amenity values to the
community [46]. Furthermore, the paper argues, that “cultural heritage . . . has the potential
to contribute to social cohesion and democratic citizenship” primarily due to its importance
“in defining a sense of identity, of belonging to a community, a place, a region” [46].

Not surprisingly, then, heritage aspects have been drawn on to aid modern-day place-
making and community revitalization efforts [47]. The European Cultural Heritage Green
paper, for example, argues that “cultural heritage can be a catalyst for positive change, as
it has the power to connect people to places, encourage a sense of belonging and foster
social inclusion [48]”.

Role of Familiar Places/Heritage/Landmarks in Disaster Recovery

Given the connection between a sense of rootedness and belonging and the resultant
attachment to a physical setting or place, it is not surprising that heritage places are
no longer valued once a community feels disconnected from the meaning of the place.
Conversely, it can be posited that the community may suffer, if the heritage fabric of those
places that are valued and contribute to a community’s identity and sense of place is
damaged or destroyed [3,49].

This can be demonstrated in communities that have been displaced or were forced to
relocate, be it due to infrastructure developments, such as the construction of dams flooding
the valleys in which the villages were established [50–53], the shutdown of dominant
industries [54], or due to environmental change. In these cases the disappearance of
familiar cultural markers from the physical environment creates a diminution, if not loss, of
a sense of place and identity [50], which on occasion has been addressed as solastalgia [52].

In the same vein, the loss of “place” as a result of the widespread destruction in
the wake of natural disasters (cyclones/hurricanes, volcanic eruptions, earthquakes) [55]
or large-scale urban ‘renewal’ [56] has been linked to negative psychological impacts
experienced by many citizens and thus ultimately to a decline of community mental
health [52]. Conversely, those communities tend to recover faster from natural disasters [57]
where the key features of their cultural environment, the iconographic buildings and sites
have not been destroyed, or where places associated with tangible and intangible heritage
are quickly restored [58]. Damaged places that cannot be speedily repaired due to structural,
financial, or administrative constraints tend to function as festering sores, acting as constant
reminders of the events and loss.

The aftermath of the large-scale devastation of many urban centers as a result of
aerial bombardment during World War II provides a further, potent, example. Where the
destruction was seen as an opportunity for urban modernization and redesign, it caused the
loss of a sense of place, often resulting in spaces that were perceived as alienating [59–61].
The numerous efforts at the restoration of civic spaces had positive effects and resulted
in a concomitant ‘healing’ of civic communities. Examples with positive, albeit occasion-
ally contested [62,63], outcomes are Warsaw [64], Gdansk [60], Malta [65], Dresden [66],
Frankfurt [67], Rothenburg [68], and Sewastopol [69].
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This observation has led to calls not only to ensure that disaster management plans
are drawn up for historic properties but, moreover, to consider historic properties as part
of a community’s critical infrastructure and thus form an integral part of disaster responses
and post-disaster recovery [70,71].

4. Community Mental Health in an Age of Globally Accelerating Change

Many countries are faced with ageing populations [72,73], with a concomitantly
increasing demand for physical and mental health services [74]. As people age, the need
for connection with familiar landmarks increases, both as emotional anchors and, on
a more basic level, as makers to navigate their spatial environment [75,76]. In many
communities, concepts of ageing in place have been advocated to allow people to maintain
their connections to their neighborhoods [76–78].

It is important not to underestimate the role played by cultural institutions, such as
museums and art galleries not only in the cultural lives of older citizens [79–81] but through
their inclusiveness [82] and in their contribution to people’s sense of self-worth and even
physical health [83,84]. Recent studies suggest that museums and art galleries can also
serve as tools to improve the mental health of younger people [85].

Lessons from the COVID-19 Pandemic

The COVID-19 pandemic created a social experiment on a local, national and even
global scale that would never have been sanctioned by ethics review boards of academic
institutions: a wholesale restriction of people’s movement through stay-at-home orders
(‘lockdown’); enforced social distancing; prohibition of communal gatherings at festivals,
sporting events and religious services; and exclusion of people from ‘non-essential’ services,
including retail shops, museums and libraries.

Social venues, whether they were formal in the form of community centers or informal
in the form of street cafés, ceased to function. Public spaces in plazas and town squares
became ‘no lingering’ zones, denying the community the opportunity to rest and reflect in
familiar outdoor surroundings.

While engaging in physical exercise outdoors was permissible during lockdown pe-
riods, one of the main concerns was illicit socializing while outdoors, with the inherent
risk of social distancing not being observed. The traditional function of small neighbor-
hood/pocket parks is to provide urban green spaces as a venue for neighborhood exchange
and communication and to provide an opportunity for small children to recreate in play-
grounds. While in larger parks ad hoc social distancing circles could be established, some
community authorities closed the smaller pocket and neighborhood parks due to perceived
or actual crowding when these parks served as proxy social venues [86–88].

Not surprisingly, then, the enforced prolonged periods indoors, coupled with people’s
socializing being limited to video-conferencing and phone calls, caused social isolation [89].
During the lockdown period many people experienced a higher level of psychological
stressors, both in frequency and intensity, leading to potentially harmful interpersonal and
environmental stimuli, including domestic violence and abuse, as well as deteriorating fam-
ily relationships [89,90]. Sections of the community, such as older people, people with poor
mental health, people with disability, people with non-communicable diseases, people who
were homeless, people living on their own, and people with reduced communication and
limited social networks beyond their work settings, were disproportionately at risk [90,91],
with the pandemic both exacerbating existing mental health conditions [91–94] and creating
and intensifying inequalities [89,94–97].

The cross-sectorial disruptor represented by COVID-19 has highlighted the fragility of
the consumptive aspects of cultural heritage, in particular cultural tourism [98], museum
visits [79], auditory heritage [99,100], festivals [101,102] and community events [102] as well
as seasonal markets [103]. While several cultural tourism localities and cultural institutions
swiftly pivoted to various forms of virtual delivery [104–107] touting it as the new dawn,
this pivot marginalized some segments of society [108]. Indeed, many intangible aspects of
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heritage, in particular those that rely on multisensorial experiences could not be replicated
fully and could only be substituted in rudimentary form [103]. While the pivot to digital
delivery suited the younger, ‘techno- and future-native’ generations, many seniors, even
‘future-migrants’ [109], found them unfulfilling and challenging [79]. At the same time,
the restrictions on human movement imposed by the public health orders in response to
COVID-19 created a sense of nostalgia for experiences gained in the pre-pandemic days,
with increased demand expressed for cultural tourism [31].

5. Past, Present and Future Heritage Processes

In the past, heritage assessment and planning processes, as part of the authorized
discourse, were predominantly expert-driven and the sole domain of heritage manage-
ment professionals—primarily dominated by architects, historians and archaeologists [110],
drawing up local government heritage registers as well as site-specific conservation man-
agement plans [111]. The cultural values that could be drawn on for the assessment of the
significance of places from protection were informed, and dominated, by expert opinion:
aesthetic value, scientific value and historic value [12–14].

Today, community-wide heritage assessment and planning processes tend to be more
inclusive or even primarily driven by community representation with the experts often rele-
gated to coordinating and facilitating roles [24]. Significantly, the value of heritage places to
a community can be recognized in some jurisdictions in the form of social value [17,112,113]
but this can still exclude marginalised communities even though they may have strong
attachment to place [114]. There have been criticisms about the fact that community
perceptions of heritage tend to be colored by nostalgia and adverse for dissonance [114].
Nonetheless, it is this nostalgia, comfort and inclusiveness that creates the sense of place and
thus supports individual mental health and community resilience in the face of adversity
or fundamental change [115].

While a comprehensive architecture for a suite of conservation management plans
exists [116], realities of limited funding, primarily staff time, result in less than ideal
outcomes, with some components, such as conservation management plans, disaster
management plans, and public interpretation strategies/plans regularly not completed
or inadequately executed [117,118]. In most cases, heritage agencies and sections of local
government tasked with the preservation of heritage are resource poor and thus stretched
to cover their mandates, let alone conduct or have close oversight over such projects.

Heritage assessment and planning processes appear to cater to the select segments of
society, driven by heritage management professionals or by, generally older, self-motivated
community members who tend to have the time and inclination to participate in commu-
nity meetings [24,119]. Since social scientists are rare among the heritage management
professionals involved in the planning processes, few studies employ formal surveys to
consider the views of the silent majority of the general public—those who are interested in
the outcomes, but who are too time poor to provide in-person participation at community
consultation events. Yet such studies not only provide a much richer and more diverse
response, but also allow a community-wide degree of attachment to specific properties to
be assessed, be they chosen from a predefined list or (ideally) self-nominated [24,119,120].

The general rhetoric among heritage professionals postulates the notion of the preser-
vation of cultural heritage places primarily for the benefit of future generations [121–123].
The reality of the matter is that we are preserving heritage items for the use and benefit
of the present generation [3,124]. At the same time, the present generation foists its own
views upon the next by using its own values to selectively protect items deemed worthy of
attention [3].

Local government heritage registers tend to be cumulative, with each new, often gen-
erational study identifying additional places to be preserved and protected. The common
argument put forward for continual additions is to ensure that heritage lists are ‘compre-
hensive’. In consequence, unless destroyed or irreparably damaged due to neglect, natural
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or technological disasters or to demolition, once included, the items tend to remain on this
listing, seemingly in perpetuity.

As cultural values held by a community are mutable qualities, it needs to be appreci-
ated that the community perception as to what does, and what does not, comprise heritage
worth preserving will change. Nonetheless, heritage items listed in local government
heritage registers are canonized in their value as heritage, although these values were
attributed by a past generation and may no longer reflect the perceptions of the present or
withstand modern scrutiny of past evaluation processes. A continually additive process
potentially creates bloated heritage registers of questionable validity, while at the same
time diluting a local government’s capacity for effective managerial oversight and active
protection. The latter is most insidious, as ill-considered permitting decisions, for example,
can establish precedents with unintended and unanticipated consequences. In addition,
perpetuating the listing of items whose cultural heritage value is no longer given, poses
an impost on the property owners, who may be unnecessarily and unduly constrained in
their actions.

As has been argued by numerous authors, for heritage items to be sustainable in the
present environment, they have to be functional entities [125]. Not all heritage objects,
practices and places, however, can be maintained and unchanged in form and function,
primarily due to technological change that leads to loss of function or even obsolescence.
While objects can be collected, and practices can be documented, structures occupy space,
which in urban centers is at a premium. Thus, unless adaptive reuse options can be found
that change the function of a structure but leave it externally unchanged, but often with
substantive alterations [126], a structure will transition from a potential community asset to
a liability. The question arises, whether the loss of a given heritage-listed structure matters,
and if so, to whom?

If local government heritage registers are regarded merely as outcomes and manifesta-
tions of administrative processes engaged in by a select few, rather than as true reflections
of community identity and community values, including the mental-health affirming nos-
talgia, then the community will become disengaged and the loss of a given heritage-listed
structure often will not matter at all. At the same time, however, this then can establish a
precedent, which when repeated, devalues the meaning of heritage listings altogether.

6. Outlook

The fundamental question to be answered when considering local government her-
itage registers is for whom heritage should be preserved. For the community at large, or for
a select few formally recognized or self-appointed experts? There is a need for methodolog-
ically rigorous, social science-driven assessments of a community’s cultural and historical
identity, and for true community-wide determinations of those heritage items in the urban
environment that substantively contribute to a sense of place and place attachment. It is
these places that contribute to the mental health and well-being of individuals and the
community at large.

This is not carte blanche for majority rule, however. There will always be a need for
external expert review to ensure the inclusion of the heritage of minorities, of dissonant
and ‘dark’ heritage, and of arcane, yet highly significant scientific, architectural or historic
examples. While they need to be included and prominently discussed, these, however,
should not dominate. While the latter may be canonized in their protection, the remainder
needs to be dynamic, reflecting the community at large for whom that heritage serves. If
this can be achieved, then heritage management can become an integral part of social policy
and effectively contribute to community mental health.
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